Corner Guard Stainless
Installation Instructions

In the Box

Tools Required
Hammer Drill with 1" Carbide Bit

Brush and Dust Pan

Adjustable Corner Guard

Tape Measure

Chalk Line

Anchor Flange Kit

Pencil

Carpenter or Framing Square

Rubber Mallet

Plumb Bob

Straight Edge
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Layout

Drop a plumb line from the outer most edge of the case (Figure A.) Make a pencil mark at the plumb line point.
Measure 2-1/8” away from the plumb line and snap a chalk line that is 2-1/8” away from the case or wall (Figure B.)
Set the corner guard over the chalk line in front of the corner that it will protect. Center the product so that the
peak of the corner aligns with the center of the guard.
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Marking and Drilling Holes

Place the corner guard in the proper position (See Template 1 for placement guide on the last page) and trace
a circle around the base of each leg with a pencil to mark two circles on the floor. Drill a hole that is 1” diameter
and 3-1/4” deep for each marked circle. Remove dust and debris from holes.
See Hole Template Positioning Guide on last page.
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Installing the Flange Anchor Sleeve

1. Insert the flange anchor assembly into the holes.
2. Use a rubber mallet to strike the flange anchors until they are secure in the floor holes.
3. Be sure the top of stainless steel sleeve is fully seated on top of the plastic flange anchor.

Epoxy Installation Option: If you wish
to use epoxy, fill about half the floor
hole with Simpsons Acrylic Anchoring
Adhesive. Remove the plastic sleeve
from the anchor flange assembly and
push the metal sleeve into the hole. The
top of the flange should fit flush against
the floor. Let anchoring adhesive dry
and chip away excess adhesive.
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Setting Corner Guard Into Floor

Insert the corner guard legs into the anchor flange assemblies that have been
installed in the floor. Important: see next step for adjusting legs to fit and slide into
the holes. Push the guard down so that it is fully seated into the flange sleeves.
Note: the bottom edge of CartStop Adjustable Corner Guard will sit about
¼" above the floor when installed.
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Leg Adjusting Option (if needed)

If adjustment is needed, use the attached wrench on the back to adjust legs inward or outward to fit the center
to center dimension. Lock wrench to stud by pushing the wrench into the flat area of the stud. Rotate level arm
up to move legs inward or rotate level arm down to move legs outward. Unlock wrench by pulling away and
letting rest.
TIP: to fully lock guard into place, once
situated in Anchor flange sleeves, rotate
the level arm in either direction to ensure
a snug fit.

6

Installation is complete
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Hole Template Positioning Guide

Placement Template 1
for CartStopUG75, CartStopSSCG
CartStopCG and CartStopShelfGuard
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